Nursing Program Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, April 28, 2015
11:30 am – 1:00 pm

Attendance: Brenda Neuman (Swedish/Edmonds & Committee Chair), Kathryn Ogden (Swedish Medical Center), Tara Goode (Washington State Nurse Association), Niki Kirby for Debbie Kelly (Virginia Mason), Joanne Metropolis (SEIU Healthcare), Karen Paulsen (Northwest Hospital)

Faculty/Staff Attendance: Lynn Von Schlieder, Corki Budnick, Anna Sterner, Lori Stephens, Mary Burroughs, Betty Kost, Jessica Simpson, Trena Redman, Anna Shanks, Catherine Otto, Dan Fey, Sharon Lowenborg (Recorder)

Students Present: No students present

I. Welcome and Introductions – Lynn Von Schlieder, Nursing Program Director & Faculty Lead
Website for Prof/Techn – Advisory Committee Meetings
Lynn introduced Dr. Cathy Otto, Dean of Health Occupations, Business, & PE

Brenda Neuman – Opened the meeting with a reflection for Nurses’ Week.
Next week is National Nurses Week – celebration at SCC is Tuesday, May 5, 2015
ANA has been doing this celebration since 1896
Student Nurses Day – May 8, 2015
1860 – 1st Nursing Association in the World
Ethical Practice in Quality Care – Theme of Nurses Week
Shared – quotes by Donna Wilk Cardio (?)

II. Approval of October 28, 2014 Minutes
Corki Budnick moved to approve minutes with corrections; Anna Shanks 2nd the motion-approved. All in favor to accept with corrections.
2 abstentions: Lori Stephens and Karen Paulsen

III. Member Updates

Brenda Neuman – Swedish Edmonds
- Construction continues with new ER- opening end of 2015. There will be a Starbucks on campus. Increased parking with parking garage- parking is still free.
Leave close parking for patients.
• This year going towards Pathways of Excellence (kind of a magnet status). Kickoff will start next week. Looking at how nurses impact care at the bedside.
• No changes expected with students.
• Implemented barcoding and returning to Pyxis.

Dan Fey
• Labor market status – unemployment rate 4.8 – 4.9% in the Puget Sound region. Good amount of community need. Construction up 2/14-2/15 is up
Healthcare is not as much growth – it has never gone down – healthcare as a pathway has resilience – RN is in the top 20 jobs. Healthcare practitioners – gap of at least 1400 jobs in healthcare.
• Advisory Committee Handbook is being updated. He described the purpose and function of Advisory Committees which are mandated by the state for Prof-Tech programs to align industry and education. – to keep information current and to keep things compliant with facilities and community and the program. He expressed appreciation for members for their participation.
• The state has asked the colleges to look at non-traditional students in the nursing program. He met with 4 male nursing students who stated they feel embraced in the community. As a college we are under performing with non-traditional students. We do have two male nursing program faculty at this time – they are part time instructors

Lori Stephens – SCCANS Update
• Nurses Day Celebration – May 5th (11:30 a.m.). Speaker on Team STEPPS. Speaker from TEAM Stepps.
• Graduation – Thursday, June 11, 2015
• Lisa Libassi is continuing with the Study abroad along with the Dental Hygiene Program.
• 2 new leaders for SCCANS – Jenna Loney and Emily Miller
• Did a blood drive last quarter
• Scholarships will be awarded at Nurses day celebration

Trena Redman
• Attending QSEN conference in May (San Diego, CA)

Niki Kirby for Debbie Kelly- Virginia Mason Medical Center
• Thank you to Nursing Instructors – had a wonderful start here at Shoreline Community College; use SCC values every day; graduated 2006
• Nurses Day - Highlighting evidence-based practice. VMMC having big
collection. Have reenergized the Daisy Awards- 3 awards given
• Have 12 new grads in residency program
• Continue to focus on sepsis
• A very high census
• New change for students with Cerner- live in August; new faculty will get training
  this summer.

Kathryn Ogden – Swedish Medical Center
• Nurses week celebration. New COO- Jean Altaris
• Margo White…..CEO – first time a Nurse has been on the board
• Smart pump implementation- training classes going well for students – fully
  integrated with EPIC; trained 3300 nurses in 10 days
• Pyxis is being upgraded
• Lots of growth and census is very high –Group Health is moving adult patients to
  Swedish; Ballard has just added a level II nursery
• Hiring NAC education tract – application is open right now – lots of NAC positions
  open; need to be able to work full-time over the summer and part-time during
  the school year;
• Nurse Techs can only have a year left of school
• 300 nurse residents/year. Next residency in July
• Pathways of Excellence is a road to Magnet status– Ballard was the first hospital
  in Washington to receive this distinction – most nurses responded to the survey
  and reported satisfaction at Swedish; This is a new program for smaller hospitals
  – ones without researchers

Karen Paulsen – Northwest Hospital
• New nurses – extending orientation
• Nurses week- celebrating longevity- recognizing nurses who have been at NWH
  for more than 15 years and night shift nurses, and preceptors
• New computer training at NWH through UW- instructors need training
• Focusing on Patients are First initiative – all clinical instructor will go through this
  hour long training program – this helps to bring up scores for the hospital. The
  training has not started yet for clinical instructors – Instructors to do training to
  be able to bring information to the students. Karen will send information to
  Lynn who will forward to instructors
• New director of research and education – Lee McDonald. Janinie Buis is now
  Assistant Director.
Mary Burroughs
• Lynn will be receiving The Shining Star Award from KCNA at the annual banquet on May 7.
• 10 -Quarter students will be going to clinical this summer – Joy going to Swedish.
• Contact Kathryn for a possible extra space

Jessica Simpson
• Men in Nursing articles are being given out to new 5th quarter male nursing students. Past male OB students have been asked to write down an observation on how to adjust to the OB content
• Front loading 5th quarter – started in the summer – took some of the early times to front load and prepare for the OB content and then make up the health promotion content at the end. Goal is to provide students with post-partum content so they are better prepared for clinical. Also have an OB skills lab which includes newborn care. Working with sim baby has been very beneficial.

Cathy Otto – Dean of HO/PE, Business and PE
• Introduction and previous healthcare experience

Joanne Metropolis – SEIU
• Training fund w/Swedish and NWH which help students get through training programs, including ADN and BSN nursing programs. 47% minorities
• Reflection on Nurses Week – Florence Nightingale was an advocate for nurses.
• A shortage of NACs working in hospitals; SEIU working on courses.

Tara Goode – WSNA
• Executive Director, Linda Teiman, retired and Sofia Aragon, JD, RN is now the Executive Director at Washington Center for Nursing
• Practice and Education positions open at WSNA
• Promoted Sara Fray – new role
• Hiring for a new labor rep – working on contract related issues
• Biennial WSNA convention was at Tulalip last week – raised $14,000 for WSNA Foundation for scholarship funds. Please encourage students to apply for WSNA scholarships next year.
• Growing nurse advocates – Advocacy Boot Camp. Legislative Day in Olympia was in February- 6th quarter students attended.
• Online CE programs continue to grow. If you have any topics you need to see in the library please contact Heather.
Betty Kost
- QSEN will be implemented in Fall 2015 in first quarter
- Team STEPPS was introduced to students this quarter

IV. Shoreline Nursing Program Updates

a. Budget Update - not addressed at this meeting.

b. Scholarships
- Mary Mahoney scholarship recipient – Ebony Beauchamp – this was awarded last week

c. Faculty Development Programs
- NLN CNE Prep Course was held at SCC on April 11th – 44 nurse educators from across the state took part in this training

d. Program Evaluations
- CNEWS – is working on getting graduate survey connected with the nursing license renewal with the Nursing Commission
- NCLEX results- 98% pass rate for first-time takers
- Our next ACEN visit will be in Fall 2017

e. Curriculum Revision Updates
- Mission/Philosophy/Vision/Core Values
- QSEN Competencies & KSAs
- Program Outcomes, Course Outcomes
- 3 faculty members will be attending the QSEN Annual Conference in May
- Working on Academic Progression in Nursing (APIN) and the new Statewide Associate in Nursing Direct Transfer Agreement/Major Related Program (DTA/MRP) Students will need to have 10 more credits of Humanities added to their curriculum.

f. Current student numbers and Applications for Fall 2015
- 130 applicants – 32 will be accepted for Fall 2015
- 11 LPN applicants – need for resources for LPNs

V. Next Meeting
The next Nursing Advisory Committee meeting will be on October 27, 2015 from 11:30-1:00 pm at Shoreline Community College in the Board Room. The meeting adjourned at 1:10 pm.

Respectfully Submitted,
Sharon Lowenborg